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ESTATE PLANNING
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Life is uncertain, but your peace of mind doesn't need to be.

Commonly Asked Questions about
Estate Planning:
Question #1 What documents need to be
included in my estate plan?

Ready To Set Up Your Free
Estate Planning Consultation?

Your estate plan will be unique to your needs as an
individual, but we recommend that the majority of
our clients have at least a will, a financial power of
attorney, and an advance medical directive included
in their estate plan.

Call us at 540-931-7078 to
set up your appointment.

Question #2: What do I need to bring to
the consultation with me?
You don't need to bring anything to the consultation
except a general knowledge of your assets.
The other thing you may want to do ahead of time is
consider your relationships. Who do you want to
provide for? Who would you like to be in charge of
distributing your assets once you're gone? Who do
you want to take care of you should you become ill?
You don't need to have all these people figured out,
but having some ideas will help us work together on
shaping a loose plan at your initial consultation.

Question #3: How much will
this cost?
Our cost depends on how complicated
your individual estate is. We offer a
free initial consultation, so that we can
become familiar with your goals,
assets, and life situation. Once we
know what it will take to reach the
goals you have for your estate plan,
we'll be able to quote you a price.
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"You want to be good to the
ones you love, because you
know that your time with
them will end up being too
short, no matter how long it
is" - Stephen King

Commonly Asked Questions
About A Last Will And
Testament:
Question #1: Do I even need a will?
The short answer is yes, everyone needs a will.
If you have loved ones to provide for, or if you have
assets that you want to be distributed according to
your wishes rather than the government's when you
pass away, you need a will.

Question #2 Who will get my assets when I
die?
If you plan your estate, your assets will go to
whomever you have selected. Whether you plan to
have them distributed through a trust or a will, your
assets will be legally bound to go where you have
directed. This means that, if need be, a judge will
enforce the plan you set in place and ensure your
assets are taken care of as you've directed.
If you don't plan your estate, your assets will be
distributed by default state rules of intestacy.
Intestacy requires your assets to be divided amongst
your family according to a set schedule, and does not
permit many of the options and protections wills and
trusts do.

Question #3: What's the
difference between a will and a
trust?
Wills and trusts are two different
methods to distribute your assets
when you pass away. They each
have pros and cons, and neither one
is always right for every individual.
There are many factors to consider
when deciding which to use, but
generally, people decide to use just a
will and not a trust if they don't
mind going through the probate
process, and if they do not need to
control the use of their assets after
they are gone.
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"Estate planning is not just
for the wealthy. It's for
anyone who happens to love
and care for someone." Living Trust Network Staff

Question #2: Can I include a
"Do Not Resuscitate" clause
in an AMD?

Commonly Asked Questions
About An Advance Medical
Directive:
Question #1: What's the difference between
an advance medical directive and a living
will?
There really isn't a difference between the two. A
living will is what the advance medical directive used
to be called. Some states still do use that term, but the
two refer to the same legal document.

Yes. In the last section of an
advance medical directive, there is a
"General Instructions" clause, which
allows you to state what you
specifically want in certain
scenarios. A "Do Not Resuscitate"
clause can be added to this section,
although it is mainly reserved for
people who are elderly.

Question #3: Who should I
pick as my agent?
The agent for your advance medical
directive should be someone that you
trust, but he/she also needs to be
able to handle the pressures and
emotional toll of making tough
medical decisions. Choose someone
trustworthy, stable, clear-headed,
and who will follow your
pre-determined directions.
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“Leave a Legacy, Not a Mess”
– Emerald Publications
September 2007

Question #2: Who should I pick
as my agent?

Commonly Asked Questions
About A Power Of Attorney:
Question #1: What is a power of attorney?
A power of attorney gives a person of your choosing
the authority to make legal decision on your behalf if
you become unable to do so. This person, otherwise
known as your agent, has broad legal ability to make
financial decisions for you.

Just as with picking an agent for your
advance medical directive, you'll need to
consider who you would trust with
decisions about your assets and nonmedical care. This person could be the
same person as your advance medical
directive agent, or someone else
altogether.

Question #3: Does my agent need
to sign anything?
Not in the state of Virginia, although it's a
wise idea to ask them if they're willing to
do it ahead of time. Some states, the
closest one being West Virginia, do
require your chosen agent agent to sign a
document stating they understand what is
expected of them, and that they are
agreeing to it.

